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A

t the recent May 2021
Channeling Workshop in Kona,
Hawaii, Adamus announced that
this workshop would evolve into something new, more tailored to Shaumbra’s
current needs. “The new workshop will
be called Masters in Communication,”
noted Adamus.
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This is much more than about updating
the Channeling Workshop curriculum, or
changing the name. It’s about the start
of a new era for Shaumbra. It’s where
Adamus is going with his messages in Keahak and the Shouds. We’re transitioning from being the students to becoming the true Masters. Ultimately,
it’s all about energy and communications. There’s no need to learn how to
channel anymore. It’s about total communications, whether it’s with nonphysical entities, nature, other people or yourself.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

Let’s take a look at the big picture:
Last summer, Adamus announced that he would be backing away in
about five years. That means sometime in late 2025. He didn’t specify what
it means to “back away” but he did not say he’s flat-out leaving. I assume
he’ll come in once in a while for a message or update, but essentially, he’ll
be turning over the wheelhouse to us. I asked him recently if he’d still do
the Keahak program after 2025. He said he’d let me know in a few years.
Some of the Crimson Circle staff members have asked how I feel about
this news. Well, it is what it is. I went through a big transition when Tobias
left in 2009. I missed him dearly, both on a personal and a channeling level,
but after about six months with Adamus I realized the value in the change
of entities. Tobias was here to gather Shaumbra and help us understand
we weren’t crazy. Adamus is all about taking us into embodied mastery so
we can radiate our consciousness at what he calls the Time of Machines.
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Adamus’ role will change after 2025, and I have no doubt the Crimson Circle
and Shaumbra will be ready for whatever comes.
Back to the Channeling Workshop. We haven’t done a lot of these workshops, but I always enjoyed them because Linda and I were doing the
teaching, not the channeling. We get to share our stories from the past 22
years, and talk about the physics, ethics and challenges of channeling. It is
a nice break from channeling the intense classes like SES, Aspectology, the
DreamWalker series, Master’s Life, etc. So why would Adamus call for the
end of the Channeling Workshops, especially since he isn’t directly involved?
Here’s a quote from his message to the audience at the recent (and final)
Channeling Workshop:
“Channeling is somewhat old-energy. That’s why you’re going to see a lot of
the entities backing away in the next few years. Gaia already has. Archangel
Mikael – Michael – is backing away. Yeshua, Mary, and the whole litany of

4
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beings that are being channeled, they’re going to start backing away. And,
therefore, the channelers that are channeling them will also stop channeling
those entities, if they are in integrity.
“As far as Cauldre, you, and Crimson Circle, I’ll be here for another four
years. After that, no need to be. No need to be. Everything will have been
done and said. Then it’s about the library, the vast Crimson Circle library of
content, and all the energy in that content. It’s about making the library a safe
space for humans coming into their awakening and then into their Realization.
It’s about making the materials accessible, affordable and understandable.
“The reason why there’s going to be no need for more channeling workshops is because Shaumbra, you, are going to be taking over. You’re going
to be the Masters, the teachers. You’re going to be the ones helping to
guide those who are coming after you. You’re going to be in your wisdom,
in your body on this Earth, sharing your wisdom.

SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE 0621
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mastering the art of energetic communications. The
voice was a small part of it. So much of it was about
your radiance.”
The underlying message hit me immediately. It
wasn’t so much about evolving the Channeling
Workshop into the Master of Communication program. Adamus was saying that it will soon be time for
him to step down, while perhaps making some guest
appearances now and then. And more important, he
was saying that the next big step for Shaumbra is to
become master communicators. We’ll need to know
how to receive and transmit energy/communications
as we sit on our park benches around the world. We’ll
need to understand how energy flows, and how to
command the energy flow to serve us as embodied
Masters. We’ll need to have a keen understanding of
how to transmit our energy communication without
limitations like the spoken or written word, or even
music for that matter.
He had a similar message in his statement about
what to expect in Keahak XI:

“They don’t need to hear from entities such as myself. They don’t need
channelers channeling otherworldly beings. They need you on the planet.
That makes the big difference, when they can see you and they can touch
you and they can hear you, when they hear your stories, when they hear your
struggles, and they know you made it through. That’s what the planet needs
right now more than anything.”
Adamus then talked about how the Channeling Workshop would evolve.
Instead of focusing on channeling disincarnate entities, the focus will be
about understanding and using energy communication, reminding us that all
energy is communication. It’s the lifeforce often called prana, but instead of
defining it as the universal breath of life, Adamus calls it the song of your Soul.
Everything, according to Adamus, begins as communication.
Adamus went on the say, “So, where we’re going with all this is perhaps
calling it Masters of Communication, because that’s really what you are doing.
That’s why we don’t need to be doing a Channeling Workshop anymore, but
for those who want to master their energy/communication skills, this is something for them.”
In his message for the workshop attendees in Kona he added, “What
you were doing here – feel into it – is far beyond just channeling. You were

6
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“In Keahak XI, we’re going to explore energy flow
– energy flow – how it flows through you. You’re the
constant, but how it flows through time, space, the
past, and the future, all in the Now moment to go to
work for you. And, as we also talk about energy flow,
the graceful flow of energy, we’re going to be talking about energy friction –
those things that get in your way, that divert, that cause confusion and chaos –
to help you understand how to come to a place of energy flow in your life.
“We’re also going to be talking in depth about the message, the message
that is in all energy, for truly energy is just communication and within it are
layers and layers, the signal of the energy.
“Keahak XI, it’s going to be about Masters in communications; mastering
the beautiful communications that are inherent in all energy, and then allowing it into your life to serve you, the true Master.”
Adamus is guiding us into a new era. It’s all about energy and communications, which are essentially the same. It’s time to go beyond the physics and
theories of energy, and now apply them in our lives. Fence sitting is replaced
by park bench sitting. It’s time to be a communicator, with a deep remembering that we are natural transmitters and receivers of energy communications.
Let’s herald in the new era as we put COVID behind us. We are becoming
Masters in Communication.

SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE 0621
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THE GOOD LIFE, THE MASTER’S LIFE
Master’s Life Part 14: Soul Encounters

The word “soul” is used in many contexts, but what does it
really mean? In this groundbreaking presentation, Adamus Saint-

NEW!

Germain says that the soul is all your potentials, your wisdom, and
your sovereignty. In essence, it is God, the totality of your energy,
the single and unlimited creation of the I Am. This means that
everything you perceive is your energy, and it’s all in service to you.
Then comes the question: how do other people fit into the picture? According to Adamus, they aren’t really there. Other humans
are you, masquerading as them, within your own reality landscape.
Mass consciousness is simply the mutual consent in this “Game of
Angels” to perceive things as being outside of you for the purpose
of experience, self-love and ultimately freedom.

Adamus describes the I Am as pure consciousness, aware only of itself. In this
state of eternal existence, the I Am created energy, the soul from which all else
springs. The soul is yours alone, and everything you perceive, including yourself,
is an expression of your energy. The human activates the energy, chooses the
potentials, and decides how to experience them, and the soul supports all of it.
In fact, if the human chooses a hellish experience, the soul will joyfully play the
role of the devil. The soul doesn’t care what the experience is; it simply rejoices
in every moment.
In the human experience we perceive ourselves as separate from life, other
people, God, and even our own Self, due to the mass consciousness agreements of Earth. We came here to learn about energy and understand ourselves, and therefore needed the illusion of separation. Each soul is unique
and sovereign but can cast a type of influence or “shadow” upon another
soul. It is much like an online computer game where the players seem to
interact through the processor (mass consciousness), but in truth, each one
is acting only on their own system, their own reality landscape. Ultimately
every soul we encounter is our own.

NOTE: In “J’Encore,” Shoud 12 of the Teacher Series, Tobias tells a beautiful
story that directly relates Soul Encounters.

8
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SESSIONS
1. History of the Soul (1:06:29)
After noting the nonphysical participants, Adamus begins by discussing the I
Am, whose only creation is the soul. He then describes the soul as being your
energy, potentials, wisdom, and sovereignty, and gives a brief history of how our
concept of the soul has evolved over time.

2. Attributes of the Soul (55:35)
Adamus tells an old joke with a new twist, then talks about numerous characteristics of the soul. The soul knows not pain, love, judgement, death, failure,
creation, need, or time. It is dreaming of itself as the human in experience; a
human who is free to choose anything.

3. Soul Encounter (46:37)
You are reconnecting with the soul, thereby fulfilling your Atlantean Dream.
Your deep longing for love has been the longing to remember your soul. Let it
join you now. Among the infinite potentials, allow the one of remembrance and
reunion. Wake up from the dream, join in the song.

4. Other People (59:43)
Other people are not really there. They have an influence but are not in your
energy. It’s all you! Mass consciousness is the mutual consent that allows the
perception of things and people as being on the outside. But they are you,
masquerading as others. This changes everything.

5. Questions & Answers (57:46)
Human reality is like a multi-player computer came. Mass consciousness is the
processor pulling it all together, but the other players are only illusions on your
stage. After answering questions, Adamus asks if you are ready for the profound
turning point of encountering your own soul.

HIGHLIGHTS
• The soul is your energy, potentials,
wisdom, and sovereignty
• You, human, are your own soul’s song
of energy
• Other people are you masquerading as them
• Time’s up for this grand Game of Angels

6. Wings of Wisdom (46:49)
Everything in your reality brings you to deeper love and compassion for
self. Other people have helped you understand yourself. The soul now comes
“across the road” to be with you here, blessing every experience and making
your wisdom available to the human. It’s time to soar.

10
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• You are the soul, dreaming of itself
as a human
• It’s time to wake up, put on your wings of
wisdom and soar

Format: Streaming video, audio,
and online text e-reader, plus two
downloadable music tracks
Cost: $145 (through September 5,
2021; $195 thereafter)
Featuring: Adamus Saint-Germain
and Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Recorded at the Shaumbra
Pavilion, Kona, Hawaii,
March 2021
Refunds: No refunds on
digital purchases

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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F EATU R E D O N L I N E E V E NTS

FEATUR ED O NL I NE EVENTS

THE KEAHAK XI PROJECT
ONLINE • JULY 2021–JUNE 2022

THRESHOLD ONLINE
ONLINE • JULY 23–25, 2021

Keahak is a one-year program, designed by
Adamus Saint-Germain, for the realization of
your “I Am” consciousness into your daily life.

The journey of an angel from first arrival on Earth
until their final emergence as a realized Master
is very long and winding, filled with experiences,
joys and heartaches. Getting lost on Earth and
forgetting oneself is the “fall from grace” for
which humans eternally seek redemption, having
accumulated layer upon layer of guilt and shame
along the way. Indeed, many Shaumbra carry a
tremendous burden of guilt from the times of
Atlantis which continues to affect their life experiences. And yet, these things simply cannot be
carried into Realization, so the dragon comes in
to dig up and release every shred of guilt and
shame still borne by the human.

Adamus introduced us to the term “Keahak” in
March 2011. He said it means “spirit in experience” (kea) and “energy in action/motion”
(hak). It is an ancient word, he said, representing
the part of you that connects to and brings in
the energies.
REGISTRATION CLOSES ON JUNE 15, 2021

MORE INFO

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL ONLINE
ONLINE • JUNE 18–20, 2021

TIME OF THE MERLIN – NEW!
ONLINE • SEPTEMBER 10-12, 2021

Attending the Sexual Energies School is an
opportunity for profound transformation and
healing, with effects that can include better physical health, the end of energy stealing and power games, balanced relationships, enhanced creativity, and eventually true
enlightenment. It is a return to the essence of
yourself. Hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda,
multiple sessions with Tobias and Adamus, as
well as guided personal experiences.

Due to many factors, we’ve had to cancel the

REGISTRATION CLOSES: JUNE 16, 2021

MORE INFO
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MORE INFO

much anticipated in-person event. The good
news, however, is that we’re moving it to an
online webcast, so Shaumbra can join in from
around the world. There will be messages from
Adamus and friends, as well as guest presenters
and more. Even though we can’t gather in per-

NEW

son for this epic celebration, we look forward to
joining with you online.
Registration opens June 5, 2021

MORE INFO
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FEATURED IN-PERSON EVENTS
MASTERS IN COMMUNICATION
KONA, HAWAII • OCTOBER 27-31, 2021

NEW

This important workshop signifies a new era for Shaumbra as we transition from
being the students to becoming the true Masters. Ultimately, it’s all about energy
and communications, whether with non-physical entities, nature, other people,
or yourself. Adamus says that the focus of this workshop will be understanding
and using energy communication, because all energy is communication, the
song of your Soul. He says we’ll need to understand how
energy flows, how to command it to serve us, and how
MORE INFO
to transmit our energy communication without limitation.
REGISTRATION OPENS JUNE 16, 2021

KASAMA
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 12–16, 2021
Adamus says that “Kasama” has far more influence in your life than astrology,
numerology, other people, Spirit, even mass consciousness. Think of a tree, its
roots hidden deep underground – you rooted into yourself – while the branches
above go through many seasons and experiences. This
beautiful material will remind you that, no matter how things
MORE INFO
appear, the destiny of your soul has already been realized.

EVENTS CALENDAR				2021
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS
NOTE: Not all events may yet be open for registration; Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice.
CCCC – Crimson Circle Connection Center, Louisville, Colorado

JUNE
05		Monthly Webcast & Shoud					ONLINE ONLY
12		Keahak X							Online
18–20		Sexual Energies School Online					Online
26		Keahak X Finale							Online
JULY
03		Monthly Webcast & Shoud					ONLINE ONLY
04		Keahak XI Intro				 			Online
10		Keahak XI							Online
23–25		Threshold Online							Online
24		Keahak XI 							Online
AUGUST
07
Monthly Webcast & Summer Party					
CCCC & Online
14		
Keahak XI		
				
Online
28		Keahak XI							Online
SEPTEMBER
01–05		Channeling (and Sensing) Workshop				Rust,
Austria
CANCELED
11		Keahak XI							Online
10–12		Time of the Merlin						ONLINE ONLY
11–12		Time of the Merlin						Bled,
Slovenia
CANCELED
17–21		Energy Works							Camargue,
France
CANCELED
25		Keahak XI 							Online
OCTOBER

UT
LD O

SO

KASAMA
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 22–26, 2021

Adamus says that “Kasama” has far more influence in your life than astrology,
numerology, other people, Spirit, even mass consciousness. Think of a tree, its
roots hidden deep underground – you rooted into yourself – while the branches
above go through many seasons and experiences. This
beautiful material will remind you that, no matter how things
MORE INFO
appear, the destiny of your soul has already been realized.
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09
23
27–31

Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
Keahak XI					
		
Keahak XI 			
		
		
Masters in Communication					

ONLINE ONLY
Online
Online
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI

Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
Kasama								
Keahak XI					
		
Kasama								
Keahak XI					
		

ONLINE ONLY
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
Online
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
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06
12–16
13
22–26
27
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time

TIME

We also talked about defining moments in our lives. Moments of
awakening. Moments of utter dissolution in our lives.
And so here I am sitting on a deck, enjoying the tropical flowers
growing around our mountain retreat. Lulled into an ease after the
intense energies of the day’s session. Sharing reflections with my
Shaumbra friend. I decided to share an experience I had 11 years
ago. A defining moment of awakening. An experience that is still
redefining who I am becoming.
Imagine an office with a futon couch. My new bedroom. Curled
on that couch in a fetal position is me 11 years ago. My
children and my home are lost to me. My sense of place
and how I define myself in the world torn from me. I am
shredded. Shattered. Turned inside out. Many dark days
and nights. And I find myself laying on that couch for a
day and a half, wondering if I can find the bottom of this
seemingly endless pit of despair.
But then the extraordinary moment.
I feel a tap on the shoulder. A Divine presence is in
my sphere. A voice is whispering in my ear, “You do not
By Jerry Sweeten
have to do this alone.” “You are a being of light and
not these emotions.” And I turn to look into the eyes of
this voice. And I see light and feel a Divine presence. A
light in the deep well of despair. I still feel the nearly overwhelming
intensity of the emotions, but I feel enveloped in love and compassion too. Like I have a warm blanket, fresh from the dryer, wrapped
around me.

S

o here I am in the mountains on the big island of Hawai’i, surrounded
by lush vegetation and extraordinary flowers. The energy of this place
feels deep and ancient, yet vibrates with a strength and vitality. I feel
as if I am laying on the bosom of Gaia and can hear her stomach growling.
Participating in live events with Adamus are stimulating in ways that cannot
be imagined. Sitting on a covered deck of a beautiful mountain home talking
to another Shaumbra about the day with Adamus. We covered a lot of ground
during our sessions. New material and energetic journeying.
We invited in our past lives during the day. Adamus talked about how time
does not exist outside of the human sphere, which is beyond the scope of
the human mind. This is not new material, but my human likes the repetition.

16
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A shock wave is passing through me. For I am sitting on the
deck in the Hawaiian hills surrounded by this beauty, talking to my
Shaumbra friend. But I am also holding the me from 11 years ago.
And I feel such a tsunami of compassion for the me of 11 years
ago. But I am also me from 11 years ago. I am both holding and
being held at the same time. A moment of exhilaration. Time has
collapsed. And some energetic loop has resolved. An energetic
circuit connected. A sense of wholeness. A sense of completion. A
feeling of quiet joy. A knowingness of the experience brought into wisdom.
For a moment I am disoriented. A feeling of vertigo. But then I realize that I
have just stepped through time and touched a wounded version of me. With
love. With compassion. Instead of recounting something from the past, I have
become the past and present in the snap of the fingers.
When I experienced this 11 years ago, I thought that an Angel or some
version of my Divine Self had come to me. Turns out I was right. It was this
masterly me of 2021 that stepped through time to effect a change in that past
me. This compassionate presence of the 2021 me broke up the emotional
congestion of that 2010 me. That action of the present me empowered an old

SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE 0621
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version of me so that I would be able to step through time to empower the
present me. What? So much for logic. Welcome to the illusion of time. When
I try to explain this to my friend sitting on the deck, it sounds just a strange
as it does now.
Suddenly, there are many subtle validations, lessons and pieces that fall into
place. My human did not initiate the transmission through time, that came
from the Master. There is no effort. No ceremony, chants, bells, whistles or
incense. No tossing of virgins into the volcano. It is not hard. My human is
truly not in charge of this unfolding, this evolution, this expansion. However,
while my human cannot understand the energetic dynamic of what happened, he is not freaked out by it either. Validates the need to give the human
mind some sense of what to expect, so that he doesn’t clutter the landscape
with fearful thought/emotion.
This stepping through time felt very natural and wonderfully expansive.
It is a wonderful gift that I have given myself, for I now have a visceral
experience to add to the knowingness about the fluid nature of time and
space. Their unreality. For I do feel the resonances of my other lives. And I
do believe that those humans in those “other” lives are also experiencing
this same visceral knowingness. It is as if those other lifetimes are the peaks
and valleys on the bellows of an accordion. And as the sweet music of the
accordion is played, the peaks and valleys of all the other lifetimes collapse
into this moment of beingness.
And this really is a natural process. And it really is quite easy and effortless.
And it feels quite lovely. Upon reflection I realize that 11 years ago is the first
time that I remember using the AND. I am this hurting human with these emotions and I am Divine. For the Divine me is vast like the sea, washing away the
sandcastles of hurt and woe, returning them to the wisdom of the sea.
While it is easy, my human does indulge in his experiences and distractions.
The mind can process endlessly, sorting through a myriad of possible solutions
and alternatives. The emotions associated with these thoughts are somewhat
subdued and manifest as holding patterns in the body. In Master’s Life
13, Adamus talks about the human emotions that are created as a
response to energy. Likewise, the thoughts associated with these
emotions. This is the unreality trapped in time and space. Perhaps
Adamus has talked about this before in other words and energies,
but I am ready to hear it now.
I catch myself in this unreality and breathe into and feel the
lifegiving wondrous energy of the Soul. I can feel the waves of
energy. The release of tension. A feeling of deep connection.
But other times my mind seems trapped in a labyrinth without end. And I feel trapped. Bound. I breathe and the mind
starts the chatter again. And so, I share here a trick of the
Master that I call the mechanics of allowing. By giving something for my mind to do, I distract it from its bound thought

18
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loop. I imagine that my mind is a loyal black Labrador Retriever. I put the mind
in charge of breathing deeply and retrieving energy from deep within. It is as
if I am throwing a tennis ball for the mind to retrieve the energies of the deep
breath. Again. And again. And I see the mind with its tongue hanging out in
pure joy. Good job mind! A pat on the head and another throw. Sometimes
the mind will want to chase a thought squirrel but I call it back to its task of
retrieving energy.
And this may sound strange or peculiar, but I notice that the Master is
directing the allowing of energies. My mind becomes quiescent, saturated
with energy. My human doesn’t mind being a loyal companion because the
energies feel good. The body relaxes. Tensions (that I was not aware of) in my
head begin to unwind. Sometimes I feel my sinuses open up and drain. The
resistance to allowing the energies softens. In this soft place, those worrisome
thoughts the mind was grinding on have a chance to be gently integrated and
brought to wisdom. Knowingness can be accessed.
My human likes this because he is tired of trying to figure out something
he is ill equipped to do. Being a part of something larger where the mind has
a place, but doesn’t need to be in charge any more is a relief. Being in resonance with the allowing, and receiving accolades from the Master, my human
feels validated, accepted and part of team embodiment. No longer needing
to seek validation from others or the world. When I allow the energies to permeate and saturate, I find it easy to love myself. Releasing the need for love,
validation and approval from others is quite freeing. A place of sovereignty.
What I am discovering is that the energetic communication from my Soul
has always been there. For I have had other experiences, but not the insight
and wisdom to allow that communication to continue. It feels now like I am
opening the door and stepping aside to allow the energy to come in. There is
choice involved to open and stand aside, a subtle letting go. What happens
next is unknown. I feel at times like a high wire walker in a circus. High above
the crowds under the big top. Pole in hands I step. Step. And I realize that the
net is gone. Step. The crowds are gone. Step. My pole is gone. Step. And the
wire is gone. And I step into a place that is no place. Vastness.
My time on this beautiful island is soon coming to a close. Time may be
an illusion, but I still have to be at the airport by 9 tomorrow evening. Aloha
from the big island.
Jerry Sweeten has degrees in Engineering and Philosophy. He has owned
and operated a small medical manufacturing business in the Shenandoah
Valley of Virginia for the past 23 years. Certified Integrative Energetic
Medicine practitioner, student of the Pachacuti Mesa Tradition, Interspiritual
Minister through One Spirit Alliance in NYC, wandered India with a Hindu
Guru, taught Catholic school and bunches of other Makyo stuff. He enjoys
writing, drawing and watercolor paints. He dreams of traveling the US (and
the rest of the Gaia) to absorb the beauty of the planet in the days to come.
Jerry can be contact via email, Instagram or on Facebook.
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THE MASTER’S LIFE,
PART 13: ENTELLIGENCE
KEAHAK

Note from Geoff:
Adamus popped in the other day to say he had a message
about the upcoming Keahak XI program. Linda quickly set
up the digital recorder while I got prepared. Ten minutes
later we recorded this message from Adamus:

I Am that I Am, Adamus of St. Germain.
Soon, we’re going to be opening the doors of Keahak
XI, our 11th year with this amazing program for Shaumbra
from all around the world where we gather two times
a month to go into the deep dive of the essence of all
the materials, all this library of materials that have been
building for all these years for Shaumbra. But it is through
Keahak that we take the very, very deep dive, an experiential dive into the materials.
Keahak XI is for Shaumbra who have chosen to stay
here on the planet as embodied Masters. For you,
for those who have said that you’re going to be here
together again with me at the Time of Machines, at this
most epic time on the planet where changes – coming as
a result of technology and that as a result of consciousness – are occurring faster than ever on the planet; at a
time where conscious beings are more needed than ever
before, beings without agendas, beings without a fight or
a cause, but beings who are simply here to radiate their
light onto this planet, to illuminate the potentials for all
the rest of this planet and humanity.

energy, for truly energy is just communication and within
it are layers and layers, the signal of the energy; and also
talking about how it’s very easy to get confused with all
the noise of the planet around you.
In Keahak XI, we’re going to bring clarity into the whole
understanding of energy, so that you can clearly hear the
song of your soul and then bring it into your everyday
life to live here abundantly, gracefully and in joy. We’re
going to take the whole understanding of energy now
and move it from just theory into practice in your life.
Keahak XI, it’s going to be about Masters in communications; mastering the beautiful communications that are
inherent in all energy, and then allowing it into your life
to serve you, the true Master.
I’m excited about Keahak XI. I’m excited about the
progress we’ve made in all of our Keahak sessions, but
here we come to XI and it’s a time now to put it into
actual practical use in your life.
Please, join me and Shaumbra from all around the
world for Keahak XI.
With that, I Am Adamus of St. Germain.
Read this message in 10 languages!

Keahak XI is going to focus on the very deep work of
your energy, a continuation of what we’ve been doing, but
going deeper into how to use energy in your everyday life.
It’s essential to be aware that the energy is all yours. It’s
essential to understand also how to put it into conscious
use in your life, conscious use in your everyday life.
In Keahak XI, we’re going to be exploring energy flow
– energy flow – how it flows through you. You’re the constant, but how it flows through time, space, the past, and
the future, all in the Now moment to go to work for you.
And, as we also talk about energy flow, the graceful flow
of energy, we’re going to be talking about energy friction – those things that get in your way, that divert, that
cause confusion and chaos – to help you understand how
to come to a place of energy flow in your life.
We’re also going to be talking in depth about the
energy in message, the energy message that is in all
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REGISTRATION CLOSES ON JUNE 15, 2021
MORE INFO
WATCH SPECIAL MESSAGE
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THRESHOLD
O N LI N E

The journey of a new angel from first arrival on Earth until they finally
emerge as a realized Master is very long and winding, filled with experiences,
joys and heartaches along the way. Getting lost on Earth and forgetting oneself is the “fall from grace” for which so many religions try to offer redemption.
For this, and for countless “mistakes” along the way, humans have accumulated layer upon layer of guilt and shame, most of which they are unaware.
Shaumbra in particular carry a tremendous burden of guilt from the times of
Atlantis, and many embarked on a spiritual path to find that inner forgiveness.
However, every Ascended Master, without exception, has gone through the
often brutal experience depicted in Threshold – facing what Adamus calls the
dragon, the relentless inner challenge to uncover and release every guilt and
shame still borne by the human. Without this liberation, one simply cannot
go into Realization.
The thread that winds through Threshold is the true-life story of Margo, an
Ascended Master who faced incredible darkness, pain and challenges on her
way to Realization. Her journey is a metaphor for every Master’s trials as they
release all that holds them back. The dragon of clarity appears, accompanying the soon-to-be Master on every step, until all is released. Adamus tells
of his own brutal encounters with the dragon in his final months on Earth, as
well as the challenges faced by Tobias and Kuthumi in their final times before
Realization. The dragon guards the door to Realization, and then accompanies you through it the moment you are ready.
NOTE: The Sexual Energies School is a prerequisite for registering for the
Threshold. Attendees must read and consent to the Integrity Agreement.

SESSIONS
1. Why Threshold

AT THE DOORWAY
TO R E A L I Z AT ION
J U LY 2 3 – 2 5 , 2 0 2 1
HOSTED LIVE ONLINE BY GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE
LIVE Q&A WITH ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN

Although it is the last thing anyone does before Realization, including
every Ascended Master, this information is not being taught anywhere else.
Threshold is the reason Adamus is working with Shaumbra, especially the
“Founders,” and the dragon is a very important part. He says, “If you think
you’ve already encountered the dragon, think again.”
2. The Journey Begins
Realization is remembering who you really are; why did you wait? Margo’s
journey begins, a metaphor for your own; what’s your story?
3. Forgiveness

“THE FINAL STEP BEFORE REALIZATION.”
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Guilt and shame are seductive, they keep you working on yourself
instead of allowing. There is no karma because the energy is all your own.
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At the end of the path, Margo misunderstands a sign, and finally hears an
all-important whisper.
4. Guilt
There is no guilt in the I Am, it is entirely human made, and Adamus talks
about where it came from. There is a choice to be made: Are you ready to
receive the unforgiving forgiveness?
5. Invitation
At the end of the road, there is one final thing to allow. Can you receive it?
Are you worthy enough? If so, it comes into every single part of your reality.
All you need to do is receive.
6. Fall from Grace
The guilt comes from nearly every point in your existence on Earth. You got
trapped, the “fall from grace,” turned your back on your own energy, and
now suffer the indignities of being human. There is a particular point of guilt
for Shaumbra.
7. The Encounter
Reminding us it is important to feel the energy behind the words, Adamus
tells the stories of Tobias, Kuthumi and then himself, and their painful encounters with the dragon.
8. Questions & Answers
Adamus answers listener questions about Threshold. Live channeled session.
9. Taking Flight
This time for integration brings a profound and unforgettable journey with
the dragon.
10. Your Light
Your own personal timing is absolutely perfect; a natural alignment is taking
place on all levels, even your past and future lives. Margo’s story concludes; she
is now at the Ascended Masters Club and part of every Threshold gathering.
When the dragon has found everything, will you stay and share your light?

Cost: $595 (50% discount for previous attendees)
Prerequisite: Sexual Energies School
Access: Video access for 14 days, e-reader access for 90 days
Recurrence: Offered twice a year online
E-reader available in 11 languages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deutsch
English
한국어
תירבע
Magyar
Français

•
•
•
•
•

Italiano
日本語
Español
Română
Português

HIGHLIGHTS
• The path to Realization holds a few surprises
• Secrets hidden deep beyond the human’s grasp
• The dragon comes to find them
• An unrelenting demon becomes your dearest friend
• St. Germain himself did not escape
• The final ruthless step before Realization

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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W

ith all the life experiences you can
choose from and all the places to
put your money, why should you
consider attending the Sexual Energies School?
It’s a good chunk of money and, if you’re like
most Shaumbra, you bristle a bit at being told
what you ‘should’ do. However, speaking from
my own personal experience, it just might
change your life. This change isn’t an overnight
process, but it’s a deep one, and something
that you’ll bring into eternity. I’d like to share
a glimpse of how SES went (and is still going)
for me.
Day 1 – I attended the workshop with Tobias
when it was recorded for teachers. By the time
the first session ended, so much was stirring
inside I could hardly see straight. I’d been relatively conscious for a long time and had already
done a lot of inner work, but this was unearthing
and exposing lifetimes of patterns, beliefs and
assumptions. By the end of the first day and the
very intense experience Tobias took us through,
I was barely coherent. Something very deep was
happening, but I couldn’t yet put it into words.

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Because this Very
Important Class is
coming up soon, we
decided to revisit a
personal story about
its ongoing effects.

Day 2 – After going through the history
of what he called the “sexual energy virus,”
my personal view of nearly everything in life
had been upended. Family and interpersonal
dynamics, personal habits and patterns, global
situations – everything looked different. The
second day ends on a hopeful note with homework and a “prescription” that Tobias says will
solve everything. It seemed a little dubious,
maybe because my mind thought it was too
easy…

L I F E AFTER THE

Day 3 – More information and more experiences make it clear that this issue of energy
imbalance permeates and affects EVERYTHING.
It touches every single part of life, even – or especially – when we think we
already have it all figured out. The class ends on an amazing note of joy and
hope, full of the sense that even though the virus is everywhere, there is also
a way beyond it. Someone who enjoys computer games told me at the end
of the class, “I feel like I just got the cheat codes to life!”

HINT: IT’S NEVER THE SAME…

Month 1 – The first few weeks after SES were for me a mix of elation and
disappointment. Elation because I could feel the far-reaching impact and
potential of the material; disappointment at how pervasively the virus was

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
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embedded, even into my own personal life. I was a “nice person,” conscious,
awake and (mostly) accepting responsibility for my world. I’d come a long way
already, how could there still be so much out of balance? But in my honest
moments, I could see there was still a lot.
Month 6 – Despite being determined to integrate and even teach this
sacred material, things were simply not working out for me. I was still living
in constant lack, still having problems in a lot of areas in general. There were
massive roadblocks between me and what I wanted to do, apparently thrown
in my path by others and providing the perfect opportunity to feel victimized.
But “victimization” is one of the core issues in SES, and I had to face the stark
truth that I was actually victimizing myself… NOT an easy thing to accept,
especially when it’s “obviously” coming from others!
Year 5 – It took several years for me to fully accept – not just conceptually
but in practice – that every situation is my own creation, albeit usually from an
unconscious level. The good news is that accepting full responsibility for every
situation, thought, and emotion meant they no longer had to remain stuck
in the old patterns. If these were MY creations, that meant I was the (only)
one who could change things instead of waiting for someone else to see
me, accept me, love me, understand me, etc. It gradually became easier to
recognize the imbalances when they appeared (warning: brutal self-honesty
required), and also easier to “fix” them, which really meant coming back to
myself and my own love. After countless lifetimes of the old ways, it’s not
something that could be changed overnight. But it DID indeed change, and
my outer life gradually began to reflect the inner changes.
Year 13 – Amazingly, it’s been almost thirteen years since I first took SES.
Since then, I’ve presented the class many times, plus experienced Adamus’
profoundly beautiful updates. Overall, I’ve experienced the class more than
30 times, and STILL, each time I go through it, I feel the blessing of new wisdom and insights from this deeply sacred material.
Year 15 – Preparing this article for republication, what is there to add?
Simply this: If you don’t know how to love yourself; if you can’t understand
why things in your life are so hard; if other people are a source of distress; if
you want the easy path to enlightenment, give yourself the gift of SES. And
I don’t mean skim the surface to get a mental “understanding.” Really dive
into the sometimes-difficult experiences, let yourself go deep and authentic
with only you. It will pay off more than you can imagine. Even now, when I’m
in a difficult experience or life throws me out of balance, the simple choice
of coming back to self-love continues to save me again and again and again.
While you can’t erase the distortions of many hundreds of lifetimes in a few
weeks, you CAN feel the moment when your Ship of Self finally begin to turn
around. For me, that’s what the Sexual Energies School was and is – the turn
towards Home. While SES is not required for Realization, the return to self IS
what Realization is all about, and this beautiful school provides, in my opinion,
the clearest roadmap in all of creation.
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I want to add that SES goes hand in hand with Aspectology.
In fact, I could say that the integration work of Aspectology
IS the return, and the self-love of SES makes it possible. In
fact, it is exactly that love and integration with self that finally
bring changes in your life. If you’ve been hoping and wishing
for things to get better, perhaps it’s time to stop wishing and
actually do something different. If money is limited and life is
in overwhelm, choose wisely how you spend your money and
your time. Even though I was practically penniless all those years
ago, I have never had a moment of regret for the investment in
my Self that is the Sexual Energies School. The return on investment is simply priceless.

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS

The Sexual Energies School will be offered online,
hosted by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe, June 18-20, 2021.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or
from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

• 10 Years with Adamus
• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic
• Ancestral Freedom Update
• Consciousness Revolution
• DreamWalker ® Birth
• DreamWalker® Death 2020
• 4 Masters in Munich
• Journey of the Angels Update
• Magic of the Masters
• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration
• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment
• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality
• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo
• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!
• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation
• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita
• The Master’s Life, Part 9: Realusion
• The Master’s Life, Part 10: Way Out
• The Master’s Life, Part 11: Living Energy

• The Master’s Life, Part 12: Pathways to Realization
• The Master’s Life, Part 13: Entelligence
• The Master’s Life, Part 14: Soul Encounters
• New Earth Update
• Passion of the Merlin
• ProGnost™ 2014 – It’s Happening Now
• ProGnost™ 2016
• ProGnost™ 2016 UPDATE
• ProGnost™ 2017 – Bridge to Theos
• ProGnost™ 2017 UPDATE – 6 Ways the World is Changing
• ProGnost™ 2018 – Last Era of the Mind
• ProGnost™ 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia
• ProGnost™ 2019 – The Dragon Enters
• ProGnost™ 2019 UPDATE – For the Dreamers
• ProGnost™ 2020 – Planetary Awakening
• ProGnost™ 2020 UPDATE – Adamonomics 101!
• ProGnost™ 2021 – The Ænd Times
• Quantum Allowing
• The Simple Master – Allowing & And
• Wound of Adam

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 14 – SOUL ENCOUNTERS

Broadcast:
Cost:

Access:

Available June 5, 2021

$145 (through Sept. 1, 2021; 		
$195 thereafter)
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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What is the soul? Adamus says it is your potentials,
wisdom, and sovereignty. It is the totality of your
energy and the single, unlimited creation of the I Am.
But if everything is your energy, how do other people
fit in? According to Adamus, other humans are you,
masquerading as them, within your own reality landscape. Mass consciousness is the “mutual consent” to
perceive things as being outside of us for the purpose
of experience, self-love and ultimately freedom.
The soul is yours alone, and everything you perceive is its expression. The human then activates the
energy, chooses the potentials, and decides how to
experience them. The soul rejoices in every moment.
Like a computer game where players seem to interact
with each other through the processor (mass consciousness), we are in fact operating only within our
own reality landscape.

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 13 – ENTELLIGENCE

Broadcast:
Cost:

Access:

Now playing

$145 (through July 3, 2021, 		
$195 thereafter)
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

Human intelligence is designed to perceive, retain
and retrieve information in this physical reality. Based
in duality and emotion, it is mostly used for problem
solving within the inherent limitations of the human
realm. However, energy intelligence – Entelligence –
opens up the wisdom from every experience and
every potential, whether past or future, and makes
anything possible. Adamus invites you into the inner
“Holy of Holies,” the part of your reality landscape
where energy waits to serve you.
In this time of tremendous change, many humans
will choose physical and mental augmentation, but
the true Masters will do it the natural way, through
energy intelligence. We’ve been preparing for this
since Atlantis, Old Egypt and the time of Yeshua, and
now it’s here. Adamus invites you to “assume your
rightful position as the Master, and take the throne in
your kingdom of Self.”

PROGNOST 2021– THE ÆND TIMES

Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Now playing

$100
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

We are in the long-awaited Age of Aquarius, the
Christos Era, the Time of Machines. Consciousness,
energy, communications and technology are changing so fast that in 30 years everything will be different. As we move into Æterna or “no Time,” we can
choose a past without trauma and a future of grand
expansion. The deep sadness felt by humans across
the globe comes from an inner knowing that we no
longer need to create the inhumanity of the past.
Adamus Saint-Germain outlines a number of trends
at the forefront of this change, all driven by technology and backed by consciousness. The coronavirus
brought great change, business will play a huge role
in shaping the planet, while cultural karma, religion
and military power no longer serve humanity.
You go first; the planet follows. It’s why you’re here.
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time of the
merlin

TIME

OF THE

MERLIN
SEPTEMBER 10–12, 2021

Get out your magic wands and wizards hats because we’re going
to have an online celebration! Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
had to change the in-person Time of the Merlin event (scheduled in
Bled, Slovenia) to an online celebration.
This 3-day event will be webcast from the Crimson Circle
Connection Center in Colorado so Shaumbra from all around the
world can participate. Whether you tune into the live event or register later, you’ll have 90 days access to all the videos. We’ll also
provide text transcripts (in e-reader format) of the channels within
two weeks after the event.
There will be channels from Adamus Saint-Germain and friends, as
well as guest presenters and more, for many hours of inspiration and
celebration during three wonderful days.
The annual Merlin event has been the biggest annual Shaumbra
gathering for many years now. Due to unusual circumstances on Earth
and in the cosmos, we’re doing it online once again, and the good
news is that now more Shaumbra than ever will be able to participate. Get ready to blow some Merlin hats off with us in September!

NEW – NOW ONLINE!

REGISTRATION – opens June 5, 2021.
COST – $350 through August 31, 2021;
$400 thereafter

THREE DAYS
OF MERLIN-IZING
WITH SHAUMBRA
FROM AROUND THE WORLD!
32
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LANGUAGE – This event will be presented
in English, with subsequent text translations
listed in the store (no refunds or extensions
will be granted due to translation availability)
MORE INFO
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a prison with many
doors

I got very excited when I met other Shaumbra last year. Although it was
only an “online” reunion, it felt to me as if I had met very old friends. No
need for words or being anyone other than myself.
At least, this is how I felt.
While the whole world seemed to grow crazier, I felt safe to
open up in the Facebook forum.
For a while it almost looked like I was the “prodigal son,”
back to his family with many stories to share. Truth is, for a long
time I had lost the pleasure to do that on social media. I felt
no one cared about what I had to say for they all seemed too
busy enjoying being right while making everybody else wrong.
So, there I was, telling the other Masters all about my “ahahs &
oops” on my way to realization and truly enjoying the exchange
of wisdom and often, humor. For a while I felt very good, and
that sense of impending death became just a distant echo.

By Antonia Lyons

Soon, the more I shared, the more I realized how “alone” I was actually
feeling. And the more I carried on sharing. “Aloneness” is well different
than being lonely. I always prided myself for being able to “walk on my
own.” I never felt the need to go out of my way to make friends or be part
of a group, but during this pandemic something changed within me.
I saw the division among people growing wider and wider, and suddenly
I felt there was no place for me left in the world. While everybody was busy
arguing about just everything and happily raising their voices to be heard,
I recoiled in sadness and hopelessness. I stopped sharing my writing on
social media, while just growing immensely “alone” inside.

A PRISON WITH MANY DOORS
I
have always been afraid to die.

Since a very young age, death has always been a presence lingering around me.
Almost to remind me that, soon or later, she would be taking me elsewhere.

It was only recently though that I saw how this was actually affecting how I’d interact
not only with myself, but with the rest of the world. That often meant letting others
believe that they knew more than me, hoping this would just keep me away from trouble or becoming too big for my own good (funny the twisted games our little Human
likes playing).
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It was then that I started to feel myself in a prison. Every day its walls
became thicker and every day my despair felt deeper and darker. I realized I had been in this prison a very, very long time. Lifetime after lifetime
I would be thrown in there, all alone and forgotten by everybody else. It
had been me and me alone for so long, I was desperate to meet again the
ones I had left behind.
I still had so much to give; would anyone be interested? Would anyone
just accept my gifts and remember me, so it would not all have been for
nothing? I found myself crying the tears I must have cried time and time
again when I felt that I had been robbed of my power and silenced by a
world too loud and shallow.
I then saw an old woman confined into this small cell with me, crushed
under the weight of her pain. Unable to move, her laments had turned into
a bewitching chant. Over and over, she would sing of an ancient land whose
inhabitants had forgotten all that they were, and started to worship the “One
who never forgives and wishes to keep you small.”
“Stay with me, child,” she sang. “Here you are safe, away from the Gods
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that take your power, for they fear your grandness. Stay little one, so no one
will ever hurt you again.” Life after life, the old lady’s song had kept me under
her spell, trapped in a place that had become my home.
Suddenly, I saw how I actually did not want to come out of my dark and
dingy cell. It had become my story, and no matter what, I felt safe in my
prison. Desperately safe. Because there is a big, scary world out there, and I
had grown immensely small within those walls. I chose to stay invisible to keep
myself out of harm’s way, even if that meant never allowing myself the joy of
remembering all that I am or becoming the Master I was always meant to be.
It’s funny how all the other Shaumbra were cheering me to come out of that
dark place. They all held their hands out, ready to catch me if I felt. “Get out
of that hole girl. You have been telling this story so long, it is not yours anymore. You are the Master and do not belong there.”
I just couldn’t.
I know many would say I was enjoying my creation, but the truth is that I just
felt sheer terror running through my body whenever I attempted to get out.
Something wanted me to remain in that prison and it was actually controlling
my life in the background. Only recently I saw how I believed that if I ever
got out, I would die. It must have been such a fearful conviction that I simply
chose to bury myself in there so to stay alive. Clearly, I was still under the old
lady’s spell.
When I saw this, I cried like never before, because I did not have the courage to tell anyone how I have been feeling every single moment of my life. I
grew up in a prison because it’s all I knew. And yet I never wanted to leave,
because then the story would end, and I would die. I could not see beyond
that. It is funny really, almost like a tragic comedy with a bad title: “The Girl
who Buried Herself Alive in Her Endless Story.”
Recently my cell had started looking even darker and more constrictive; I
would often wake up at night screaming, except that every scream would die
within me. No sound would ever come out for I was afraid it would kill me.
Kuthumi often tells us of how he lost everything on the way to enlightenment.
I certainly felt at times like I was losing myself and it wasn’t much fun. It actually felt scary and very, very lonely.
I begged the old lady to let me go but she just chanted on, her eyes closed
tight so she’d never feel life again. Until one day, the walls of my cell started
to speak to me. They started to move, whispering my name. “Turn around girl,
look at us. Come close. Closer, for we won’t hurt you!”
Every wall turned into a door, and every door started to slide open.
Standing right in the center of what had been home all this time, I no longer
saw a prison. The darkness had transformed into many different colors of
light, and now they all were floating together. I sensed that even my fears and
tears were somewhere in that luminous mass, and suddenly all those parts of
me who had never felt safe to come back joined the enchanting dance.
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As if by magic, slowly everything came to a standstill, and the old lady
emerged. She is no longer crippled by her bitter resentment, and her prison
has become a sanctuary. Her freedom had been there all along, barely a
breath away. The cell we had used to hide from a cruel and ungrateful world
became the place where we exist in grace whenever we choose to.
I have often wondered why I named my online adventure “Evoking Grace.”
I am not religious, and I was never familiar with this name, let alone what it
really means. Now I know. Grace has broken the ancient spell I have been
under for so very long. When I found it, I found myself again.
I no longer need to write to get a “Bravo” from my readers or to inspire
them to go beyond themselves. They never needed my pain to help them do
that. Now I choose to write for the simple joy of it; because it moves my heart
and because I simply can. My prison had many doors and no keys, for there
were never any locks.
Now that I am out, I can’t wait to go back into what has transformed itself
into my safe space whenever I wish to. I spent so long trying to escape and
worrying that others would forget about me, that I completely missed how
beautiful and nurturing its silence has always been. I chose instead to always
be “out there,” letting distraction after distraction keep me away from my
inner sanctum and the Grace that had been calling my name for so long. It
had never abandoned me.

Antonia lives in London UK
and is an “Energy Intuitive” &
founder of Evoking Grace, an
online sacred space designed
to inspire you to thrive & live
a happier life. She has created
a very unique approach which
combines intuitive skills,
timeless wisdom, and practical tools to help you identify
hidden dynamics which stop
you from living well and truly
enjoy yourself. Her offerings
and writings can be found on
Evoking Grace, Facebook and
Instagram.

I guess I must have died on my way out of that ancient prison, and yet I
never knew how sweet death would be.
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CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

AUTOMATIC & TRANSLATED CAPTIONS

CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

2. Select Settings
3. Click on Advanced in the left-side panel of
the Settings menu

YOUTUBE
All videos posted on the Crimson Circle YouTube channel have, at minimum, auto-generated English captions. For
many of the videos, we tidy up these automatic subtitles and send them to our volunteer translation teams to do their
magic, so you can enjoy the subtitles in your language.
However, even when there are no translated subtitles available, YouTube has devised a way to translate the captions
in real time!
To use this feature, open a video in YouTube and follow these simple steps:
1.

Click on the Closed Captions button (CC) in the bottom right corner of the video frame

2.

Click on the gear icon next to the CC button

3.

Click on Subtitles/CC option in the pop-up menu and select Auto-Translate

4.

Pick your language from the dropdown list and enjoy!

WEBCASTS
If you’re watching the Shoud webcast or a Cloud Class
video in the Google Chrome browser, you can now have
Chrome generate English captions for you as well (so
far, it only works for spoken English). Here is how:
1. In the Chrome browser, click on the 3
vertical dots in the top right corner of
the window
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4. Select Accessibility
5. Turn on the toggle switch for Live Caption
The first time you turn this setting on, Chrome will
download the speech recognition files to your device.
Once downloaded English-spoken streaming content
will come with auto-generated English captions at the
bottom of the browser window.

PHONES
This is also possible on Android phones (Android 10 or newer). To turn Live Caption on/off on your phone:
1. Press the volume button
2. Under the volume controls, tap the Live Caption button
When Live Caption is turned on, captions appear for English speech using any media playing on your phone. (For
Android version 9 or older, you might have to turn this feature on in the Accessibility options in Settings.)
You can also download apps for live captioning on iPhones and other devices. Just do a search for “Live captions”
in the App store.
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

ness. I am not fully conscious about what I considered Energy was compared to the role of consciousness, but there was something there that I could not
wrap my head around, so it stayed a little scary to
me. I mean, I have nothing more to say than I am no
longer afraid of (my) Energy. It just clicked in, every
puzzle found its place.

found and deep. After this long journey I’m HOME
again and it feels SO good. I’m deeply loved by my
own Energy. What a beautiful realization!

a short while. The next time I had a beautiful experience and, also important, I felt totally safe by being in
my own chaos.

~ AK

~ AMA

~ IJ

$145 (until July 3, 2021)

I AM HOME
I Am Here. It feels like Home is coming to me. I am
Home. Finally, I got it. The search has ended. Home
has been always there, but I wasn’t aware of it. Thank
you for the beautiful experience and showing me the
way back Home
~M

PERFECT!
The night after I listened to the first session, I grabbed
my journal to write about the Passion I am feeling.
Not a passion to “do” anything, but a pure passion
to BE all that I Am!! I am aware that this passion has
always been here. These shifts in consciousness now
make it possible to finally and fully BE One with who I
Am. With each dusting away of the fogs of old belief
systems, doubts, and mass consciousness, the clarity
increases. Entelligence is absolutely perfect in its timing and its content!!
~ PS

POINT OF TRANSFORMATION INDEED
I never imagined, ever, that I could have such a profound transformation just by seeing it for the first time.
“Entelligence” was perfect after “Threshold,” a turning
point indeed. Nothing else will be as before!
~ MB

WOW
This is the most life-changing Masters Life I have ever
listened to. And I have heard a lot of them. I have
been skeptical about allowing Energy to take over
my life because I did not fully believe that Energy was
100% mine. I knew it, but I did not have the knowing-
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OPEN TO YOUR DVIR – YOUR SACRED ENERGY

$33

DIVE INTO THE CHAOS
Adamus invites us to dive into what he calls chaos, and
by doing so, you are no longer in resistance, and the
discomfort will end. In the absence of discomfort, you
must then be in comfort. It was a really interesting and
informative way of getting to what comfort can feel like.
I will come back to this several times as it contains great
insight and support during this time of transformation
for so many of us.

When I listened to the first session, my feeling was,
“Yes! This is made for me!” It was like coming back
home…. That is not something that happens overnight, but slowly unfolds to a deeper and deeper understanding/feeling.

~ KH

~ AMA

One of the things I like about Adamus is that he is
always very direct. No patting our head, but right to
the core: The pain we might feel in the mind and in the
body is because of resistance of our own energy. He
invites us to go into the chaos, the void. As he says, it
is all your energy. Nothing to be afraid of, it is there to
serve you. The first time I watched it, I fell asleep after

SUCH A PROFOUND EXPERIENCE
This Master’s Life is like a a crown put on these all 13
parts of this series. The experience is so beautiful, pro-

$33

JUMP INTO CHAOS

PREPARING FOR OUR NEXT STEP
After some talks to remind the importance of freedom,
Adamus gets into a Merabh that contains four steps
in our freedom. Each segment is fun and filled with
humor, going to release of the past that we need not
carry with us any longer, releasing us from the mass
consciousness, having time serve us, and going beyond the mind.
While time is the element that links everything, each
of the components has its own importance in human
life on a daily basis and it is helpful to be aware of
that influence or choice to agree to. Like a breath of
free air in a time where everything is not so clear, this
material just gets out every doubt and uncertainty
and just gets things back to the self, the full self of
every one of us.
~ FM
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In this monthly feature, we highlight a recording from the past that is
particularly relevant to things Adamus and Shaumbra are talking about.”

MONTHLY SPO
OTLL IG
IGH
HT

The Body of Consciousness is the
deep integration and melding of
your chakra system, mind, physical organs and senses, DNA, psychic aspects, gnost and spirit into
a single, unified Self. You become
a fully integrated Being operating
simultaneously in multiple dimensions with both your physical self
and light body. You go beyond the
limitations of your physical senses of
hearing, smell, touch, taste and sight
into a new sensory perception from
the core your being.

THE NATURAL EVOLUTION BEYOND
BIOLOGY, MIND AND SPIRIT
Everything changes as you expand into your true I Am presence. No longer are you a house divided into separate rooms
of body, mind, spirit and gnost, seven or twelve chakras, and
barriers between human and divine. You transition from the old
paradigm of separation into your new Body of Consciousness,
your own personal oneness.
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Adamus Saint-Germain defines
the new You as a holistic Body of
Consciousness in the New Energy. It’s
both a message and a very personal
experience, and the commending
energies are very present throughout the entire channel. Adamus suggests that you are relaxed and open
when listening to these words, and
strongly insists that you should not
do so while driving a car or performing other tasks.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Find out what’s really been going on with your
body, mind, and spirit
• All your parts and pieces are melding together
– it changes everything
• Discover the true role of DNA
• You’re going from seven chakras to a single
energy center
• Return to the oneness of your Self

Length: 1:12:38

• When fully integrated, you can bring your body
with you at death

Format: Downloadable audio
(mp3) and text (pdf)
Cost: $20
Recorded in Golden, Colorado,
February 2011

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

A

RES I S T A N C E
IS FUTILE

fter sharing last
month about
choosing
a
moment from the “future”
By Jean Tinder
or “past” to experience
Content Manager
right now, I received a
number of questions. The
common theme had to
do with wondering if this
“time hopping” is any different than setting a goal or
intention. In fact, it is VERY different, because rather
than trying to determine the future or fix the past, it’s
about transcending those concepts entirely. But most of
us (me included) are still in the habit of trying to fix or
change stuff we don’t like instead of simply choosing to
experience what we DO like. This is because we’re still
hard-wired into a dynamic inherent to the human condition: resistance.
Our physical reality is literally built on resistance. In
the non-physical realms, everything is ethereal, flowy
and undefined. But we wanted to explore energy in a
more tangible and slowed-down state, which meant it
had to be condensed into matter. In other words, we
had to create enough resistance to make it slow down
and coalesce into something solid. As I recall, it took
a tremendous amount of work and focus. But here we
are, living by the physics we built into this reality, one of
which is particularly effective: What you resist, persists.
It’s actually quite helpful, because without resistance
between the ground and your feet, you wouldn’t be
able to go for a walk. Without your body’s resistance to
light, no one could see you. Without the resistance of
geological layers, water and air, we wouldn’t have the
incredible beauty of the natural world. Resistance is useful, but its true purpose is keeping things in place, solid
and unchanging.
Humans, being creatures of habit, have perfected the
art of resistance. It seems we often resist life itself, but
particularly things like not having enough money, being
overweight, the annoying people next door, the weather,
our own shortcomings, the unknown – just about every-
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thing, really. Trouble is, all this resistance keeps these things firmly embedded
in our reality. The more passionately I don’t want something, the more likely
it is to be present. The more I wish it would change, the more it remains the
same. Perhaps this is why “reality” is so hard to change and, by the same
token, it points to how easily things could change. Humans are generally
motivated most by discomfort, waiting until something is unbearable before
finally struggling to change it. An easier solution would be to simply select
what we want to experience and dive in – without declaring all the reasons
we think it won’t work.
Time is another important part of the physics we built into this ‘resistant’
reality. But here’s a clue to going beyond: the less resistance you’re in, the
more flexible time becomes. The more I dislike my current reality, the harder
it is to change (which is why setting a goal or agenda is not at all like time
hopping). Resisting ‘what is’ ties me into it, whereas dropping the resistance
to ‘what is’ sets me free. In other words, if there’s a persistent dynamic in your
life, take a look at the resistance that’s keeping it there.
Now, I don’t mean to imply that resistance is wrong. It’s an inherent part
of this creation and a big part of what makes reality so persistent. Without it,
everything would disperse back to neutral energy, making real tangible experiences basically impossible. But now that it’s time to release ourselves, let’s
remember what resistance really does.
The mind, of course, is designed specifically for this reality. It is programmed
for resistance, which it does by questioning and doubting everything. The
mind will try to convince you that all its churning is about the Very Important
Job of collecting enough data to make an informed decision. Trouble is, that’s
impossible. There will always be one more question to ask, one more data
point to collect, one more “what if?” to bring up. Even now, wanting to figure
out the Next Important Thing, I’ll bet your mind is already coming up with
ideas on how to resist its own resistance. It can’t help itself, but its constant
spinning doesn’t require your attention. All you need to do is drop the resistance. Or, to say it in a less resistant way, welcome every single experience.
This is literally the key to playing beyond time and changing your life.

Here’s how I see it. My reality landscape of infinite potentials is like a vast amusement park. I can
be high above in a hot air balloon and take in the
whole thing all at once, but that means the actual
experience is vague and distant. Or I can climb
aboard the Time Train that’s rolling around the
park and let it take me through the various attractions. The experiences here “on the ground” are
far more intense and visceral, and time parcels
them out in manageable chunks. On the Time
Train, I can look forward to the “future” and
backward to the “past” from my “Now” car as it
rolls along, perceiving only the linear experiences
right along the tracks. However, just because my
perception is limited, it doesn’t change the fact
that everything is still right here in my very own amusement park. I’m just
experiencing my potentials within the sequence of time.
Generally, being a time-bound human means I must change something
“now” in order to create a desired “future.” If I don’t like (am resisting) my
current experience, I can try to change it but that means waiting for a junction
and steering the train onto a new track. It takes time, patience, and effort,
and isn’t always successful. On the other hand, with time hopping, or choosing something to experience right now, I’m hopping off the train “here” and
hopping back on “there,” which then becomes my “here,” because it’s no
longer limited to the Time Track.
Here’s a very simple example (because the bigger ones are still too hard
to explain). The other day I was hit by a bad case of afternoon drowsiness,
wanting nothing more than a nice long nap. But there was a meeting coming
up and deadlines were looming. What to do? At first, I resisted the drowsiness, made another cup of coffee, put on some lively music, and tried to will
myself into alertness. It didn’t work. So, dropping the resistance, I gave myself
permission to take 10 minutes off and curled up with a pillow. Trouble is, my
dear mind was still racing, trying to keep track of all the waiting tasks and
fussing that this temporary down time was counterproductive. That wasn’t
working either.
Okay, how about dropping the resistance AND time hopping? I decided to
imagine – i.e. give myself the inner experience – of deep rest and rejuvenation. In this case, I asked myself “How would I feel if I were sound asleep?”
and then “hopped” into that experience. About 45 seconds later, I “woke up”
refreshed, alert, and ready to get back to work, even surprising myself with the
swiftness of the change. The key? I stopped resisting the tiredness. Instead of
trying to change it, I welcomed it and dived in. Because of that, it no longer
had to persist in my reality, and energy could flow to serve me in a new way.
What I resist persists, whether it’s sleepiness, aches and pains, stupid politicians, annoying people, even the high-speed Time Train inside my head lurching through its bazillion stops and detours. But when I drop the resistance –
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even to resistance itself – the entire park is my playground! If I am no longer
resisting ‘what is,’ I no longer need to try to change the future, which frees me
to imagine and be in whatever experience I want right now. It works fabulously
well, as long as there is zero resistance to what I’ve already imagined into my
experience. Which, of course, is everything.
As easy as it can be, there are still challenges. What might leave your life
if you stopped resisting? It might feel safer to complain about a partner, for
instance, because without the resistance they might stop “persisting” in your
life. But in truth, you are only resisting yourself. Welcoming ‘what is’ allows the
energy to move and realign in a more suitable way. Judging myself for having
difficult emotions actually keeps them churning, until I hop to the experience
of total self-acceptance. Then I no longer need those internal challenges.
There are so many practical applications of this, but they all begin with wholehearted welcome and complete acceptance of what is. I’m learning that it’s
only from this point of profound trust that I can hop to a new experience of
æterna and play with a different potential in this vast adventure park.

“

The best thing is that this actually makes life beautiful and fun! I mentioned
last month meeting a “future” version of me, and over the last few weeks
we’ve become very good friends. She’s beautiful, compassionate, fun-loving,
and very wise. She will offer input on most anything I ask about, but only when
I meet her as an equal here and now, NOT as some fabulous unattainable
future being. There are actually many versions of me I could interact with, but
this is the one I’m choosing for now, and I don’t have to wait 20 years for her
to be in my reality. In fact, if I look for her in the future, I won’t find her. She’s
here right now, just half a breath – or a little hop – away.

AND IT’S TRULY ONE OF THE
BIGGEST LIMITATIONS, ONE
OF THE BIGGEST PRISONS,
BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE IN
THE PAST – THAT IT’S ALREADY
OCCURRED – AND THE FUTURE
HAS YET TO COME. BUT IT’S
NOT TRUE WHATSOEVER.
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She’s in a slightly different dimension, if you will, and
all I need do is tune in, because even the dimensions
are all right here. Imagine them like frequencies. All the
signals for different radio stations, shortwave communications, microwaves, WiFi networks, mobile signals,
and everything else are intersecting each other all the
time, passing through your reality and your very being.
You don’t have to go somewhere else to find them, you
just have to tune in. It’s the same with dimensions. It’s
the same with potentials. It’s the same with time. Don’t
waste energy resisting the radio station you’re already
listening to; that just dials it in more clearly. Instead,
hop over to the station/experience you actually want,
and enjoy it fully!
In Quantum Allowing, one of my all-time favorites,
Adamus has this to say about time:
Very few understand that you can transcend time.
There’s nothing keeping you back from being timeless.
The interesting, beautiful thing about being a human

is that you can experience both simultaneously. You can be in time
and timeless, all at the same time. And it’s truly one of the biggest
limitations, one of the biggest prisons, because you believe in the
past – that it’s already occurred – and the future has yet to come.
But it’s not true whatsoever.
You can allow what you would call the future to be here right
now. You can allow the future experiences to be in the present.
You can allow the future to come before the past, which is one of
Merlin’s favorites.

Merlin, having released all resistance, simply flows in time wherever he or
she wishes. With nothing more to fix or change, you have set yourself free.

NEW ANGELS
GR AT I T UDE
We would like to acknowledge the Crimson
Circle Angels for your unfailing energetic and
financial support. Without you, we would
not be able to make this extensive library
of material available to conscious and aware
humans around the world. Your support
means everything!
In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle
Angels from around the world.
The Crimson Circle Staff

Welcome to our newest Angels!
Kirsten Beyer
Lena Danielli
Ronny J
Simon Welch
Jana De Paula
Joanna Opalińska

If you would like to become a Crimson Circle Angel, please click here to subscribe and see Angel benefits.
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Keahak XI
Insights with Geoff & Linda

Language

DW DEATH 2020 ONLINE

BR, CZ, DE, JP, FR

CLOUD CLASS

PROGNOST 2021 - THE ÆND TIMES

BR, CZ, DE, FI, FR, GR, IT, NO, PL, PT, RO, RU

CLOUD CLASS

THRESHOLD ONLINE

DE, ES, FR, HE, IT, JP, KO, PT, RO

CLOUD CLASS

TML 13 - ENTELLIGENCE

CZ, DE, ES, IT, FR, GR, PT, SL

FREE

A LETTER TO AWAKENING HUMANS

DE, DK, ES, FI, FR, GR, HU, IT, NL, PL, RO, RU, SR, SL, SV, TR

FREE

IT DOESN’T MATTER

BR, ES, FI, FR, IT, PL, RO, RU, SL

FREE

THE LOST CHILDREN OF CHRIST

BG, CZ, ES, FI, FR, HU, IT, NL, PL, RU

FREE

THE DARKNESS IS YOUR DIVINITY

BG, DE, ES, FI, FR, HU, IT, PL, RO, RU, SL, SR

INTENSIVE

LORDS OF FREEDOM - EGYPT 2013

DE, ES, FR, IT, JP, PL, NO, RO, SV

INTENSIVE

TIMELESS - A JOURNEY INTO
CONSCIOUSNESS

ES, IT, PT

MASTER’S PAUSE

I AM BEAUTY

CZ, ES, FR, PL, PT, SL

MASTER’S PAUSE

I AM COMFORT

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, KO, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, SL

CLOUD CLASS

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Progu Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HU=Magyar, ID=Indonesian,
IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenščina, SR= Српски,
SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український, ZH=Chinese

NEW VIDEOS

NEW VIDEOS

Soul Encounters
Master’s Life 14 – NEW!

NEW

Threshold Online
Coming July 23–25, 2021

Sexual Energies School
Coming June 18-20, 2021

Body of Consciousness
June Spotlight

Happiness
Highlights from Merlin I Am 8

Merabh of Happiness
From Merlin I Am 8

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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MEET THE CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
INTERVIEW WITH CAROLINA OQUENDO –
CUSTOMER SUPPORT, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
really have anything to do with customer service. I think it’s more about soft skills such as
intuition and being able to empathize with others, having gone through many things myself
in the past ten years. And it was just a synchronistic connection that got me here.
SM: You haven’t spent a lot of time on the job yet, but how is it going?
CAROLINA: The difficult part is actually the language. I would love to be more fluent in
English so I could have more of my personality in what I do. I get frustrated that I can’t really
be funny and sarcastic when I’m working in customer service, but I guess it’s fine (laughing).
Instead I am very polite and formal, and people respond better to that.
SM: Is there anything you particularly like about the job?
CAROLINA: Because I’m familiar with the material, I like being able to point people to
things that might be helpful for them. I also like that the work schedule is not as fixed as
with a regular 9 to 5 job, that I am able to do it no matter where I am (providing there is
an Internet connection), and that is with a company that offers a product I actually love
and enjoy.
SM: What do you feel passionate about?
SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE: How and when did you find the Crimson Circle?
CAROLINA: It was the year 2010. I was minding my own business, going through
life, when I received a phone call from my dad. He asked “Caro, would you like to go
to Egypt?” And I was like, “Okay, what do I have to do?” Then he told me about the
Crimson Circle and that they were planning to go to Egypt, and it would be wonderful
to go and so on. “But there’s one thing,” he said, “You have to do a crash course.”
So, I did both SES and Aspectology in the next three or four months, and it was like
love at first sight. I got really hooked into it. Then we went to Egypt, it was amazing,
and the rest is history!
SM: So, you weren’t consciously searching?
CAROLINA: No, not really.
SM: That’s not the usual way people find Crimson Circle, but maybe it’s more painless.
CAROLINA: It was painful afterward! (laughter)
SM: What do you do now for Crimson Circle?
CAROLINA: I have the weekend shifts for customer service. I see the emails that
come in, answer questions when needed, and so on.
SM: What kind of skills did you bring?

CAROLINA: Well, passion went out the window years ago (laughing). As I mentioned, I
studied Environmental Engineering, so I was really passionate about saving the planet and
teaching everyone how to be more environmentally conscious and all that. Then one day
Adamus said, “There are no green Masters,” and I was like “What??” It was a very sad day
for me, but the passion had already started to fade away. You kind of cling to it because it’s
the thing that keeps you going, but when he said that I knew I really had to let it go. It’s been
like six years and it’s not entirely gone, but close. So, any of the traditional kind of passion
that we used to have is gone.
Today, maybe my passion is when I have those “aha” moments, like we all have sometimes. That keeps me going. It’s really cool to find out that what Adamus says is actually true,
surprisingly so! It’s kind of scary sometimes, but it’s fun.
SM: What is your favorite material from Crimson Circle?
CAROLINA: Oh, that’s a difficult one. It always depends on what you’re going through.
Master’s Life, especially the 6th one, was exactly what I needed at that moment. Egypt was
mind blowing. Threshold – I think Threshold would be the before and after point. Everything
changed with that.
SM: Anything else you’d like to share with Shaumbra?
CAROLINA: We shouldn’t take anything too seriously, always have fun with everything that
happens in our lives, and laugh at ourselves!

CAROLINA: Well, I’ve been trained as an Environmental Engineer, but that doesn’t
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF

CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF

The amazing community that helps make all this happen

The amazing community that helps make all this happen

FULL-TIME STAFF

PART-TIME STAFF

CONSULTANTS &
CONTRACTORS

Geoffrey Hoppe

Co-founder, Channeler

Lawrence Bluhm

Set-up Assistant &
Camera Operator

Linda Hoppe

Co-founder

JoAnne Brennan

Masters Club Service

Virgilia “Vili” Aguirre Alvarez

Translations & IP Management

Joep Claessens

Content Support Service

Alfredo Barranco-Gómez

Technology Services

Kerri Gallant

Masters Club Service
Manager

Maggie Hopffgarten

Content Assistant

Alain Bolea

Operations

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS

Stephan Weigandt

Database consulting

Italian

Samanta Mela

Chad Nash

Data Springs

Italian

Gioia Villa

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Latvian

Dainis Roberts

Anne Maribo Andersen

Norwegian

Inge Klokkeide

Finn Andersen

Polish

Arek (arkadiusz) Szczepaniak

Jaziel

Portuguese

Silvia Tognato Magini

Kathleen Haws

Romanian

Florin Mandiuc

Florin Mandiuc

Russian

Nazar Fedunkiv

PRODUCT REVIEW TEAM

Bonnie Capelle

Customer Service

Gail Neube

Transcription Services

Seissa Cuartas

Event Services

Olivia Orlando

Studio Prep and Cleaning

Juan Carlos Juárez-Lerma

Technology Services

Carolina Oquendo

Customer Service

Alberto Lunagómez

Technology Services

Marc Ritter

Magazine Art Director &
Asst. Studio Manager

Tammie O’Rielly

Russian

Paul Mochalov

Michelle MacHale

Manager of Online Experience

Dave Schemel

Photographer

Siglinde Schwenzl

Russian

Alexey Safrygin

Jorge Merino

Technology Director

Suzy Schemel

Special Projects Assistant

Patti Severance

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Peter Orlando

Studio & Production Services

Mary Beth Shewan

Communications
Coordinator

Iwona Wirkus

Spanish

Yezid Varon

Iván Parra

Technology Services

Gaelon Tinder

Camera Operator

Steve Salins

Financial Operations

TRANSLATORS

Jean Tinder

Content & Communication

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS

Konstantin Vikhrov

Technology Services

Josh Zárate

Technology Services

MUSICIANS

VILLA AHMYO (HAWAII)
STAFF

Bulgarian

Rositsa stoianova

Bulgarian

Rositsa Stoyanova

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Property Manager

Chinese

Shiau-shiau Pei Pei

Chinese

Kemila Zsange

EJ Thomas

Landscape Maintenance

Finnish

Pirjo Raine

Czech

Danuse Mitchell

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Czech

Ladislav Šulc

French

Catherine Bitoun

Czech

Eva Suskova

German

Birgit Junker

Czech

Jirina Vida

VILLA AHMYO (HAWAII)
VIDEO PRODUCTION TEAM

Gerhard Fankhauser

Yoham

Moishe Groger

Technical Services

Hungarian

Timea Thomazy

Danish

Anne Maribo Andersen

Einat Gilboa

Yoham

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Set-up and camera operator

Italian

Lucia Ligi

Danish

Finn Andersen
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF

CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF

The amazing community that helps make all this happen

The amazing community that helps make all this happen

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

Dutch

Joep Claessens

Italian

Giuseppina Villa

Romanian

Florenta Cuculeac

Swedish

Susanne Nordstrom

Dutch

Malou Kempers

Japanese

Mayumi Hayashi

Romanian

Cristina Dobrescu

Turkish

Caglar Baykara

Finnish

Marika Kontuniemi

Japanese

Hisako Hino

Romanian

Mirela Ghenea

Turkish

Meltem Taban

Finnish

Maija Leisso

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Romanian

Ana-Maria Labo

Finnish

Pirjo Raine

Korean

Young Wan Choi

Romanian

Carmen Rivalet

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Korean

Keuhna Hwang

Romanian

Manuela Sfirschi

Finnish

Anya Ruusuvuori

Latvian

Liene Pētersone

Russian

Olga Basova

Maija Leisso

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Finnish

Kim Mirjam Seppälä

Latvian

Dainis Roberts

Russian

Nazar Fedunkiv

Mary Beth Shewan

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Finnish

Inkeri Väisänen

Norwegian

Evy Finjord Heggelund

Russian

Tetyana Rudyuk

Jean Tinder

Crimson Circle on Facebook

French

Catherine Bitoun

Norwegian

Inge Klokkeide

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Jaziel

Shaumbra Pirates

French

Cyntia Coste

Norwegian

Hedevig Blakstad

Russian

Grigory Tarabukin

Lise Storm Karlsen

Shaumbra Pirates

French

Jean-Pascal Danos

Polish

Aleksandra Debska

Slovenian

Nika Cermak

French

Beatrix de Keating Hart

Polish

Jolanta Stasiak

Slovenian

Ksenja Pucher

French

Nicole Mocellin

Polish

Bożena-Ewa Kozłowska

Slovenian

Spela Tajnic

KEAHAK
MANAGEMENT

French

Namami Quici

Polish

Piotr Masłowicz

Spanish

Virgilia Aguirre

Alain Bolea

Keahak Operations

German

Gerlinde Heinke

Polish

Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

Spanish

Adriana Cuervo

Dr. Douglas Davies

Living in Keahak

German

Birgit Junker

Polish

Slawomir Lukaszewicz

Spanish

Claudia Cuesta

Greek

Maria Grigoraki

Polish

Wlodzimierz Salwa

Spanish

Flavio Lalevich

Greek

Kalliopi Pagoudi

Portuguese

Alina Espinha

Spanish

Olivia Morales

Spanish

Alia Nayu

SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Greek

Mary Polychroni

Portuguese

Placidia Espinha

Hungarian

Janos Nagy

Portuguese

Joao Sousa

Spanish

Angela Quinteros

Geoffrey Hoppe

Hungarian

Janos Nagy Sr.

Portuguese BR

Leticia Scorpioni

Spanish

Hilda Díaz

Linda Benyo Hoppe

Italian

Gaetano Azzali

Portuguese BR

Silvia Tognato Magini

Spanish

Denise Nicolau

Alain Bolea

Italian

Paola de Miranda

Portuguese BR

Luiz Antonio Viotto

Spanish

Yezid Varón

Dr. Douglas Davies
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SIMON’S SPOOFS

Simon Bessant lives in the UK and is a prolific Shaumbra comedian on Facebook. He
Photoshops the images on his phone and posts them in the Facebook group Shaumbra
Grand Embodied Masters Comedy Club. Check here each month for more laughs!
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